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The STREAM Scene

“Movie: Chemical Hearts”

“Find Me in Paris”

Lili Reinhart (“Riverdale”) is star and
executive producer of this romantic drama
movie that casts her as a high-school senior
recovering from the physical and emotional
wounds left by a car accident that injured
her and claimed the life of her boyfriend.
Austin Abrams (“This Is Us”) plays the
classmate that takes interest, romantically
and otherwise, in her. (ORIGINAL)

Season 3 of this comedy series finds Lena
Grisky (Jessica Lord) completing her
final year at Paris Opera Ballet School
and readies to compete against the
ballet world’s elite to earn a spot with
the Company while learning about her
true identity as a Time Travel Heir. Rik
Young and Caitlin-Rose Lacey also star.
(ORIGINAL)
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“Movie: John Was Trying to
Contact Aliens”
British filmmaker Matthew Killip helmed
this documentary short that profiles John
Shepherd, a rural electronics whiz who
broadcasted music into space for 30 years
hoping to contact extraterrestrial life while
himself enduring a lonely existence. After
giving up the search, he made a different
connection here on Earth. (ORIGINAL)

“Fantastic Fungi” (Available now,
Apple TV+)
The seemingly limitless world of mushrooms
are explored in this documentary from Louie
Schwartzberg, in which scientists and writers
discuss the beauty, intelligence and solutions
the fungi kingdom offers in response to
some of humanity’s most pressing challenges.
(ORIGINAL)
How to watch: tv.apple.com (One-week
free trial; $4.99/mo.)
BY JOHN CROOK
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1) On “Frasier,” little Eddie used to unsettle Frasier by sitting
and staring for hours at what?
2) Paul and Jamie Buchman of “Mad About You” occasionally
were awakened at night by the sound of their dog, Murray,
running into walls. What was Murray doing?
3) What 1965-67 NBC sitcom, based on Jean Kerr’s bestselling
novel and a subsequent hit movie, featured
a shaggy sheep dog named Ladadog?
4) On what long-running ABC family
sitcom would you find a lovable mutt
named Tiger?
5) Like the hit movies that inspired it, the
1957-59 NBC series version of “The Thin
Man” featured a delightful terrier who was
the constant companion of Nick and Nora
Charles. What was the little dog’s name?
1) Frasier
2) Chasing
invisible mice
3) “Please Don’t
Eat the Daisies”
4) “The Brady
Bunch”
5) Asta
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